TELL ME MORE SOFTWARE
The TELL ME MORE solutions, based on a communicative approach, emphasize the functional aspect of the
language by working on all language skills: speaking, listening, reading, and writing, as well as sociocultural
skills.
The learning objectives presented at the beginning of certain lessons explain the language functions and
concepts addressed in the lesson. This allows you to see what the lesson will be about, and what you will have
learned by the end of the lesson.
Each lesson begins with an activity (a text, recording, video, or dialogue) that sets the context. This is followed
by a series of activities that work the targeted language functions and language skills from different angles.
This way of progressing will help you assimilate, simply and without memorization, the knowledge needed to
communicate in the target language. Among other things, these lessons include activities that use speech
recognition technology, which will enable you to hone your speaking skills and prepare you for real-life
interactions.

Voice recognition activities:
 Phonetics Exercise
 Sentence Pronunciation
 Word Pronunciation
 Word Order / Speaking
 The Right Word / Speaking






Picture-Word Association / Speaking
Film Dubbing
Expression Dialogue
Virtual Conversation

Listening activities:
 Video Comprehension Question
 Audio
 Audio Crossword Puzzle




Dictation
Audio Word Searches

Comprehension and written expression activities:
 Text
 Word Association
 Picture-Word Association
 Fill-in-the-Blanks
 Mystery Phrase
 The Right Word
 Word Order
 Word Transformation









Sentence Transformation
Text Transformation
Words and Functions
Words and Topics
Crossword Puzzle
Word Searches
Document Writing



English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 1
Objectives
This level will enable you to communicate about things that are familiar to you in very simple, daily situations.
You will acquire the skills to ask and answer simple questions, to understand a speaker who speaks slowly and
clearly using short sentences, to talk about basic, routine actions using the present tense, and to express your
agreement or disagreement using simple structures. This level will also enable you to understand and speak
about general, cultural topics that are widely known.
Lessons




Introductions
The Cocktail Party
The Family
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A Party
Objects & Animals
Introducing Oneself
Going on Vacation
First Meeting
Meeting People
Brunch with a Friend
Numbers & Money
Days & Hours
Dub a film:

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 2
Objectives
This level will enable you to understand simple sentences such as advertisements, signs, or catalogs, and to
write short sentences such as postcards. You will learn how to greet people, use polite expressions, introduce
yourself, speak about your family, describe someone, talk about things you have, and give personal
information about things like your home, activities, and nationality. This level will also enable you to situate
yourself in space and time (talking about a length of time, telling time, knowing the days of the week, months,
and seasons), to count, and to spell simple words.
Lessons

















Descriptions
Adjectives
Numbers & Letters
Dates & Times
The Supermarket
Meeting the Boss
Presenting your Job
A City Tour
Information by Phone
On the Phone
A Delivery
Grocery Shopping
Dub a film:
Virtual conversations:
- What’s for Lunch?
- Answer Questions
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 3
This level will enable you to deal with a variety of ordinary situations that require a short, simple, and direct
exchange of information about familiar, standard topics. You will be able to participate in conversations about
areas of immediate personal relevance such as personal and family information, shopping, your immediate
surroundings, work, and hobbies. This level will also enable you to catch the main ideas of a conversation
when the speaker uses clear, simple vocabulary. You will be able to identify specific, predictable information
within short texts about familiar topics (such as hobbies) and speak about them.
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Coming to America
The Summer Rental
At the Lake
At the Shore
Vacation Plans
Free Time
At Reception
Welcoming Clients
Reserving a Room
Conference Plans
Dub a film
Virtual conversations:
- Reserve a Table
- Join a Company Team
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 4
Objectives
This level will enable you to talk about the future using simple structures, write notes and short messages,
describe your immediate environment (home, workplace, friends, objects, etc.), talk about your tastes and
preferences, make choices, talk about your hobbies, make appointments, send invitations, and ask someone
for help. It will also enable you to understand and speak about simple, cultural topics on well-known themes
that address specific concepts.
Lessons















Arrival in New York
The East Coast
The Housing Search
Visiting a House
Appointments
Reserving a Flight
First Negotiations
Contracts
Weather Report
The Canoe Trip
Dub a film:
Virtual conversations
- Organize a Trip
- Return a Product
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 5
Objectives
This level will enable you to understand everyday situations that require you to exchange specific information
on familiar topics of personal relevance (family, hobbies, work, travel, and current events). You will be able to
understand the main points of a conversation when clear speech is used and the topics are familiar (work,
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school, hobbies, leisure), and to speak about the past by using simple sentences.
Lessons















The Gas Station
Buying a Car
Renting a Car
The Menu
‘Still Hungry?’
An Interview
First Day at Work
Discussions
Breakfast Menus
Desserts
Dub a film:
Virtual conversations:
- Rent a Car
- Interview for a Job
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 6
Objectives
This level will enable you to understand texts written in everyday language (such as personal letters), and to
describe an event or experience in simple terms while expressing your reactions. You will be able to navigate
everyday situations (at the bank, in a store, at the post office, at the doctor's office), give simple criticism,
express frustration, refuse something, and write coherent texts about familiar topics. You will be able to make a
complaint that is supported by a basic argument, describe housing in detail using simple words, order and
describe a meal, and talk about the weather. You will also be able to understand and talk about cultural topics
on well-known themes that address concrete ideas.

Lessons













Correspondence
At the Post Office
Banks and ATMs
Paying a Bill
The Post Office
Reserving a Stand
Window-shopping
The Fitting Room
Dub a film:
Virtual conversations
- Get Technical Help
- Organize a Meeting
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 7
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Objectives
This level will enable you to face most social, professional, or academic situations that require specialized
vocabulary spontaneously and with ease. You will be able to understand extended speech or lectures about a
familiar topic, and follow news reports about current events. This level will also help you to understand the
main points of specialized or abstract topics in complex texts (reports, articles, essays, etc.) when they relate
to specialized technical discussions, as well as contemporary literary prose.
Lessons















Seeing the USA
Flight Information
Plane Reservations
Living in America
The Company
A Trade Fair
At the Airport
Getting Directions
An Emergency:
At the Doctor’s
Dub a film
Virtual conversations
- Change a Plane Ticket
- Handle Travel Trouble
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 8
Objectives
This level will enable you to express your agreement or disagreement with tact in complex situations, present
the advantages and disadvantages of something, and develop your point of view. You will be able to ask for
and provide specific, detailed information on a wide range of topics, including current events, and write and
understand detailed, topical texts (reports, articles, essays, etc.). This level will also help you understand and
speak about complex, cultural topics with specific themes.
Lessons














Giving your Opinion
An Urgent Problem
Solving the Problem
Seminar Planning
Delegates
Business Calls
Insurance and Banking
Market Research
Telesales
Customer Service
Presenting your Firm
Dub a film:
Virtual conversations:
- Defend your Opinion
- Persuade a Client
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Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 9
Objectives
This level will enable you to face any situation that requires a detailed, structured argument on a complex topic
spontaneously and fluently. You will be able to master the spoken language used in film and media, including
formal speech and slang, to understand a wide range of long, demanding texts such as manuals, specialized
articles, and literary works, and to understand implicit or abstract concepts.
Lessons















A New Job
Business Lunch
Helpful Contacts
An Appointment
Computer Problems
The Company Stand
Product Presentation
Comparing Products
Handling an Invoice
Paying a Bill
Dub a film
Virtual conversations:
- Defend your Opinion
- Persuade a Client
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

English DVD-ROM - American English - Level 10
Objectives
This level will help you to communicate fluently and actively on specific, targeted topics with structured speech
that is adapted to the context. You will be able to use the language efficiently and with ease in order to share
detailed opinions in social, professional, or academic settings. You will also be able to seamlessly insert
yourself into a conversation, develop your point of view in an organized discourse, and write solid arguments
about complex subjects in a style that is appropriate for the situation. This level will also help you to understand
and speak without difficulty about complex, cultural matters that address very specific and specialized themes.
Lessons











After-sales Service
Organizing a Stay
Welcoming Visitors
Trouble with Orders
Organizing a Stay
Welcoming Visitors
A New Project
Making a Sale
Negotiating
Job Promotions
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Dub a film:
Virtual conversations:
- Come to a Compromise
- Find out about a Car
Grammar, Vocabulary, cultural exercises

